TIPS WE CAN ALL BENEFIT FROM:  The FACT system:

Figure out what you can’t change - and use prayer, meditation or mindfulness to accept, surrender and find inner peace.
Avoid thinking, worrying, talking, complaining about the things you can’t change - what you focus on grows.
Change your focus to the ONE thing you can change, which would have the biggest positive impact on your life.
Take baby steps towards your goals.

COOK your own food
·	Cook is a joyful, sensory experience that helps change your relationship with food. Savor the aromas & colors.
·	Preparation is key to success: Spend 3 mins in the morning planning what you will cook - defrost meats, boil grains, bake veggies.
·	Focus on cooking with just a few quality ingredients to save time.
·	Try cooking with ingredients you already have on hand.
·	Reinvent your favorite comfort foods or rest with a healthy twist
·	Try batch cooking so you don’t have to cook every day - or clean up!
·	Share the love by cooking for others.
·	Share a recipe with a friend and have a virtual cook off!
·	Try putting a new spin on an old recipe to create excitement.
·	Recreate your favorite restaurant meal at home!
·	EAT whole natural ingredients
·	Eat whole natural ingredients as close as possible to their natural state.
·	Eat in season for maximum flavor and nutrition.
·	Reduce food waste and save money by reinventing leftovers. Almost everything can be turned into a wrap, a scramble or a soup.
·	Imagine you’re serving the Queen - we eat with our eyes first!
·	Eat for nourishment and satisfaction.
·	Enjoy your favorite treats now and then guilt free!
·	Eat together via video call with a friend or family member.
·	LISTEN to your body 
·	Practice Daily Mantras to give thanks to my body for carrying me through life.
·	Listen to my body to decide if I’m truly hungry or just bored.
·	Listen to my body and continue movement within my means.
·	Calm my mind so I can listen to my body, using prayer, meditation or mindfulness.
·	Savor each and every bite and give thanks.
·	Honor my body by nourishing it with the best possible foods.
·	Understand deeply that we truly are what we eat.
·	Reflect on how my eating is making me feel, then really listen and adjust if needed.
·	Let your body tell you what to eat, and when and how much. Don’t count calories or restrict whole food groups.
·	Know deeply that your body has incredible systems designed to heal you and create balance & health.

